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Karis, Adam W.  Inventory Review Green Belt Project for SAP Implementation Preparation 

Abstract 

The local XYZ company site stockroom had to prepare for XZY’s SAP implementation.  The 

first task was to review all current inventory in the stockroom for relevancy before the data 

cleansing phase.  The local stockroom did not have a process to execute a review so one had to 

be created.  Once created, the stockroom managed a cross functional review to remove the non-

relevant inventory.  
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Chapter I: Introduction 

XYZ Company, name not disclosed to protect confidential information, is a large global 

manufacturing conglomerate that operates in 70 countries with thousands of employees and 

records annual revenues in the billions.  From aerospace solutions to dental and health products 

to mining operations, XYZ Company carries a product line that numbers in the tens of 

thousands.  In recent years, XYZ announced it would be changing its enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) software to SAP as its single solution software, replacing its legacy applications 

and consolidating all its business systems on one platform. 

Many of the major ERP platforms combine all aspects of a business into one uniform 

system that works in congruence with the entirety of an enterprise.  Some contemporary 

platforms allow a business to pick and choose which modules they need, while others come as a 

canned software package.  More advanced ERP platforms have solutions for every aspect of a 

business with major modules including: finance, human resources, supply chain, production 

planning, sales, plant maintenance, material management, project management, quality 

management, and more.  Submodules can number in the hundreds.  The most advanced ERP 

platforms contain everything needed to run an operation making the platform adopted the central 

piece of software a company has.  This comprehensive one-piece software solution is what XYZ 

Company has been working towards with the SAP solution. 

The number of different software solutions XYZ has implemented over the previous two 

decades makes the scope of this consolidation a gargantuan undertaking.  Over these two-

decades, XYZ has built a software library that is mind-boggling.  For example, just the local 

XYZ manufacturing site had a software package that was hard to navigate.  Procurement and 

other financial activities utilized a software product from PeopleSoft.  Production planning and 
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scheduling teams utilized Integrated Manufacturing Enterprise System.  Strategic Asset 

Management System was used for factory maintenance planning and scheduling.  A different 

software from WorkDay was utilized for some human resources activities.  LotusNotes was used 

extensively throughout the site, but support for applications has waned over the years leading up 

to SAP go-live, leading areas to move onto even more diverse, individual solutions.  Supply 

chain used so many different software platforms it is difficult to list.  Project management and 

quality management used a combination of LotusNotes applications and Excel Spreadsheet.  

Each production site may have differed from one another in respect to which programs they use 

and on a grander scale, different business divisions and different countries may have utilized 

completely different software packages. 

Overall, the implementation was taking the form of a global multi-step project.  

Understanding what data and in what format this data should be for SAP was the first task.  Next, 

gaining an understanding of what software each site utilized and those systems’ data formats 

weas needed to understand how it was to translate into SAP requirements.  Extracting this data 

from these different platforms and cleansing it to fit SAP requirements was to follow.  

Eventually, porting that data to SAP and testing had to happen to verify a successful changeover. 

Having to standardize and cleanse the data from all these legacy systems to fit the new 

upcoming ERP software may have represented the single largest task.  Data cleansing on this 

scale is not a typical process any sized company is staffed for and additional resources needed to 

be provided.  Especially with XYZ’s additional requirement that implementation did not 

interrupt operations. 

With twenty-four hours a day, non-stop global production and high customer 

expectations, XYZ decided to implement concurrently with ongoing operations to avoid any 
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operational downtime.  Doing so required a long period of implementation time to ease into the 

complete changeover end-state.  These changes undoubtedly impacted operations in numerous 

ways and at different times due to the additional decision to roll out the implementation in phases 

based on business function and geographic areas. 

XYZ’s Europe and Canada business groups completed their transitions to SAP first with 

the U.S. locations prepared to follow.  The local XYZ manufacturing site was slated to be fully 

integrated into SAP by the year 2022, but certain applications and functions needed to move 

ahead of this based on the local site’s relations to various external XYZ business groups and 

functions. 

The SAP preparation tasks were so robust and encompassing, efforts trickled down to the 

individual employee at each of XYZ’s sites.  Hiring and training a new SAP savvy workforce 

had to begin immediately upon announcement.  Training and preparing the existing global 

workforce, along with resistance to change, and finding change acceptance, represented a huge 

culture and climate shift.  This represented a continuous and rapid change management challenge 

for each XYZ site and the company as a whole. 

Each individual XYZ manufacturing site hosts a plant engineering department that 

provides site and equipment maintenance support.  Each of these plant engineering departments 

operates a maintenance and repair operations stockroom.  A stockroom is a supporting unit of the 

plant engineering department and reports through the local site’s organizational structure, which 

in turn reports to a production division.  Although, the stockroom’s business functions of 

purchasing and vendor management, are also tied to corporate sourcing and accounting business 

systems.  These functions are part of the corporate office division. 
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The stockroom’s inventory management software is a local system tied into the local 

site’s plant engineering department’s overall maintenance management software.  Paired with 

this inventory module is a purchasing module in which the inventory replenishment processes 

are managed.  Reorders of inventory from the local purchasing module are then transferred to the 

corporate systems for formal purchasing activities; purchase order submission to external 

vendors and invoices from external vendors for payment.  The use of corporate managed systems 

required the stockroom to adhere to corporate office division processes, policies, and rules while 

trying to meet the demands of the local production organization.  This intricate matrix-like 

structure put the stockroom in a difficult position, where corporate and local production 

organizational policies, priorities, and efforts were not always in synch. 

This difficult position became evident during the local XYZ stockroom execution of SAP 

implementation preparation projects.  Project prioritization challenges between the stockroom 

and local production organization had always been present, but were especially apparent due to 

the difference in SAP implementation schedules between the two organizations. 

The corporate office division’s purchasing and accounting systems that the stockroom 

used had an earlier SAP preparation schedule than the local production division systems.  This 

put the stockroom SAP efforts months ahead of the local production organization.  This was in 

direct competition with the local focus on production attainment.  Asking for resources that 

would take away from this effort was supported in theory by production’s higher management, 

but proved difficult in reality during project execution.  The stockroom did not have the required 

technical resources, mainly production engineers and specialists, of its own for the stockroom to 

have completed preparation tasks effectively or efficiently. 
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With or without additional resources, the stockroom SAP implementation preparation 

requirements and timelines were not negotiable.  The stockroom had to lead the effort and find 

champions to garner the support required to complete the preparation tasks. 

The local XYZ site’s stockroom has been preparing for SAP implementation by 

formulating and completing projects to cleanse it’s data and systems to the standards set forth by 

the corporate SAP team.  The most recent task the stockroom was assigned was to review all 

MRO inventory for relevancy.  Supplies and spare parts not relevant to production maintenance 

and operational sustainment were to be removed from inventory, and remaining relevant items 

were to have their manufacturing data validated.  Removing non-relevant inventory that did not 

hold future value would reduce the effort of data validation and data migration to SAP.  This 

fresh start in the new ERP system would also bring about a clean slate of only relevant inventory 

improving stockroom efficiency. 

Statement of the Problem 

The corporate SAP team directed that all stockroom managed MRO inventory with no 

transaction history for three years be reviewed for relevancy.  There was no inventory review 

process established to complete a comprehensive review to meet what the SAP team demanded.  

Without an active review process, excessive amounts of irrelevant or slow-moving inventory 

with little to no future value was stored in the stockroom, making it an even more challenging 

task. 

Purpose of the Study 

The local stockroom had to complete a comprehensive MRO inventory relevancy review.  

A lean six sigma green belt project took place to create a project team, and to compile a 

comprehensive list of all MRO inventory to be reviewed.  A systematic approach was developed, 
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and project steps were built to obtain the expertise and resources needed to complete such a 

review.  This effort had to extract a keep or remove decision from the local site’s departmental 

technical expertise and had to maintain overall project goals in-line with the SAP deployment 

guidelines and deployment project scope.  All inventory with transactional data within the last 

three years were omitted for review.  The green belt project had to be approved by local 

management in order to have the resources assigned to the maintenance, repair, and operations 

inventory review.  The relevancy review had to be completed in six to twelve months. 

Assumptions of the Study 

 The stockroom had a staff of purchasing and inventory management professionals.  The 

stockroom managed inventory by stock keeping unit and replenishment data provided by the 

customer; the local production organization.  Specifications and suitability of supplies and spare 

parts are determined and provided by the production organization.  The stockroom did not 

maintain a technical resource in this area. 

 Inventory issue transaction history, which was the basis for determining which items are 

to be reviewed, was taken at face value.  The stockroom was unable to determine actual use for 

inventory with missing transactional data; items that were taken from inventory, used in 

maintenance activities, but not recorded, and subsequently adjusted off the books.  This did not 

constitute use for the purpose of disqualifying inventory from the review. 

 The inventory’s recorded general ledger department in the inventory record would be 

considered the inventory owning department regardless of actual consumers.  This general ledger 

department was the starting point for the relevancy review. 
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Definition of Terms 

 Below are terms used commonly in XYZ’s manufacturing and inventory management 

environments including SAP implementation project groups.  

Data cleansing. Vetting system data for accuracy and relevancy.  Also: Data 

maintenance (Maletic & Marcus, 2005, ch. 2). 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP).  A software approach to integrated management 

of all facets of an operation including human resources, planning, scheduling, customer service, 

finance, sales, and more (Nah, 2002). 

Lean six sigma.  Methodology in making improvements by eliminating waste by 

reducing variation in a process (Pande, Neuman, & Cavanagh, 2014). 

Maintenance, repair and operating (MRO) supplies. Generic term for supplies and 

spare part related to maintenance activities in a manufacturing environment and other operations 

(Vrat, 2014, p.22). 

Management team.  The local production facility’s managerial leadership including the 

site manager, value stream product managers, and other departmental managers. 

Project charter.  A document which defines a project including stakeholders, goals, and 

timelines (Gido, 2018). 

Limitations of the Study 

The Stockroom had only its current resources and staff, except for support it can find 

from the local site production organization.  No additional personnel or outsourced resources 

were approved for completion of the tasks. 

Extending the time to complete this review was limited by SAP implementation project 

due dates.  Data review was one of many steps required to be completed by the stockroom in 
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preparation for SAP.  Extending this project would have delayed the start of the next project.  

The completion requirement of six to twelve months was firm. 

The scope of inventory to be reviewed was limited to inventory controlled and managed 

by the stockroom organization.  Inventory such as packaging and product inputs managed by the 

supply chain organization was not to be reviewed. 

The Green Belt project format was the XYZ preferred method of business process design 

and was required to gain the additional support needed. 

The XYZ corporate SAP team’s definition of slow-moving inventory as items with no 

use in three years was suggested in a manner in which made it a directive.  The three-year 

parameter was followed. 

Methodology 

A lean six sigma green belt project was formed under the guidance of a lean six sigma 

black belt.  A lean six sigma green belt led the project.  The green belt project format for XYZ 

was to first write a charter.  This charter was written with the guidance of the black belt to align 

project goals with overall site, division, and corporate goals. 

The local site goals were to reduce inventory carrying costs and reduce operating 

expenses of the local value streams.  This aligned with the division goals of reducing overall 

division costs by $140 million that year.  Both the site and division goals aligned with corporate 

goals including omnipresent goal of increasing profit margins, but also directly addressed 

corporate SAP preparation project goals. 

Once the charter was completed, the green belt presented the charter to the site’s 

management team.  Management challenged the charter and provided critique.  Once approved 
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by management, the green belt had management’s commitment to provide the resources as for in 

the charter to complete the project. 

Next the green belt pulled together value stream-specific team leaders to discuss project 

goals and options for execution.  The team consisted of one member from each of the five local 

value streams, the plant engineering information technology specialist, and the green belt project 

leader.  This was considered the core green belt project team. 

Together the team decided to build a one-page report for each inventory item.  These 

reports would be assigned to a technical expert from the inventory owning department.  The 

reports included step by step considerations needed to review the item for relevancy.  With these 

steps, the team created a risk matrix to quantify the decision to keep or delete the inventory.  The 

risk matrix contained a scaled recommendation based on the risk matrix’s score.  The 

recommendations were scaled to a desired 70 percent keep and 30 percent delete ratio.  The 

project team’s rationale was to align with current keep-just-in-case culture.  The main goal was 

to complete the review rather than get lost on risk versus cost theories with individual 

departments. 

The final requirement of the review was to validate data related to the inventory.  This 

included each items manufacturer, part numbers, and inventory levels.  The validation was added 

to the reports with instructions to complete only if keeping the inventory. 

To manage the progression of the project, the project team compiled starting statistics 

including stockroom metrics of overall inventory value and item quantities.  The team used a 

SQL server to pull together the metrics from local data systems.  Then the project metrics were 

compiled, including items to be reviewed by value stream and individual department.  The 
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project numbers were shared with the value streams in order to get appropriate personnel 

resources aligned with the most burdened departments. 

As items were reviewed and reports returned.  Inventory profiles were manipulated in a 

way that would avoid the inventory profile being queried by the SQL server.  To understand the 

progress, the query was run and remaining numbers were compared to starting numbers.  The 

difference was considered the progress of that specific area and reported to value stream 

managers and project team members. 

Summary 

In support of XYZ SAP implementation, the local XYZ stockroom was tasked with 

reviewing all inventory without any transaction history in the last three years for relevancy.  

Items determined to be irrelevant were to be removed from inventory.  Inventory set up or used 

in the last three years were considered to be relevant.  Reducing inventory would lessen the data 

cleansing and migration effort needed to transfer to the new ERP platform. 

This review effort would take more resources than the stockroom had.  A green belt 

project had to be formed with team members from each of the local site’s value streams to design 

the project and ensure participation.  Once the project was approved by management, the team 

designed reports for inventory owners to review the items and decide to keep or delete the 

inventory. 

All reports and their risk analysis were filled out and returned to the stockroom for 

completion.  Deleted items would have their inventory profile deactivated and would fall off the 

query.  Items kept would be marked in the current inventory system as reviewed.  Progress was 

reported to management for visibility and support where needed. 
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By the end of the project all items identified had to be reviewed.  The project was given a 

six to twelve month timeline in order to allow for future preparation project efforts before the 

stockroom SAP go live. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

In preparation for SAP implementation, the local XYZ Company manufacturing facility 

stockroom reviewed its maintenance, repair, and operations inventory for relevancy and removed 

items that were not relevant.  Stockrooms have been historically viewed as a cost of doing 

business or another form of insurance (Wilson, 2016a).  According to Emerson Reliability 

Consulting (2015), as other options for operational cost savings and efficiency gains are 

maximized, stockroom efficiency and inventory data improvement efforts have come to the 

forefront of contemporary strategic management.  Actively managing a stockroom with vigor 

and rigidity helps managers find robust cost savings while continuing to support their operations.  

The literature reviewed here reveals great stockroom management practices and preparations for 

ERP implementation are one in the same. 

What are Maintenance, Repair, and Operations Stockrooms? 

Maintenance, repair, and operations stockrooms support maintenance activities in 

manufacturing operations as well as other industries.  Contemporary management techniques of 

any value stream include an extensive review of cost expenditure.  Strategic-minded managers 

are realizing that stockrooms can be costly if not managed to the highest standards (Wilson, 

2016d).  This has brought a new consciousness of world-class stockroom management with 

focus centering on improving cost savings and improved maintenance support the contemporary 

management practices achieve. 

A maintenance, repair, and operations stockroom can be defined as the inventory of spare 

parts for production equipment, factory supplies, and production supplies that are not inputs for 

the resulting end product (Donnelly, 2013).  These factory and production supplies can be filters, 

gaskets, gloves, cleaning supplies, lubricants, and more.  Zynapse (2011) states that when an 
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uneven rate of procurement and consumption of supplies occurs or the need for a critical spare is 

identified, the items are placed into inventory in a stockroom.  This risk mitigating inventory 

comes at a significant cost (Wilson, 2016f).  Some companies view the cost as insurance while 

others view it as a necessary evil (Gager, 2009).  In either circumstance, there is significant 

management effort that accompanies a stockroom if managers do not want to create significant 

inventory investment or wasteful and excessive recurring inventory carrying cost. 

Managing Maintenance, Repair and Operations Stockrooms 

Managing a stockroom is primarily done by analyzing purchasing or inventory processes, 

and making improvements based on industry standard inventory management metrics.  The most 

prominent metric in inventory management is inventory turns.  Inventory turns measures the 

value of inventory consumed compared to total on-hand inventory value (Rao & Rao, 2009).  

Inventory turns measures the efficiency of an operation, counting the inventory turnover, 

determining if the organization is getting the most of their investment.  The inventory turns 

metric requires the overall inventory value on-hand metric.  This metric is simply the value of all 

the inventory in the stockroom in terms of what it cost to procure.  Other metrics include 

inventory accuracy, which compares inventory records to physical counts, and inventory balance 

adjustments due to lost or stolen inventory (Wilson, 2016b).  This is only a brief list of the most 

common and prominent metrics. 

Measuring these metrics, making changes to improve them, and communicating the 

metrics to production management is a stockroom manager’s primary duty.  One report considers 

a world-class stockroom as one that has 99% inventory accuracy and four stock-turns per year 

(Krauter, 2015), while another calls it best-practice to maintain 98% accuracy with three to four 
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turns per year (Wilson, 2016b).  There is little disagreement in the industry as to what constitutes 

a well-performing stockroom. 

Knowing what a top-notch stockroom must achieve and actually achieving it are two 

different things.  In terms of plant maintenance organizations, if the only goal is to have quick 

emergency maintenance turnaround time, the stockroom will end up maintaining excessive 

inventory and will provide a reactive business mode (Wilson, 2016b).  This reactive mode 

includes poor inventory turns, because of the large on-hand value due to the excessive inventory 

kept for all possibilities.  Adding a maintenance planning and scheduling process with supporting 

personnel can shift a stockroom from a reactive mode to more proactive (Wilson, 2016b), but 

even the most ardent companies seem to struggle with how the stockroom should be managed 

(Gager, 2009).  The culture of an organization directly affects how a stockroom is managed 

(Wilson, 2016a).  Production management that fails to recognize stockroom continuous 

improvements as an integral part of their organization can find themselves fighting common 

stockroom failures and excessive costs. 

Wilson (2016c) outlines three typical failures in a stockroom.  These include missing 

inventory on the shelf, the wrong part being stocked, and finding the part on the shelf to be non-

serviceable.  Wilson continues with ways to address these three common issues with 

management techniques (including securing the stockroom to restrict access), keeping equipment 

bill of materials up to date, and providing appropriate storage resources for the parts.  Wallace 

(2016) outlines that one of the largest roadblocks lies in open storerooms; unsecured stockrooms 

allowing individuals to take parts on the honor system.  Failures are bound to occur which 

ultimately causes a stock out when a reorder point is missed.  Wallace (2007) also points out that 

equipment bill of materials are a basic foundation of an effective management system for a 
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maintenance, repair, and operations stockroom.  In another article, Wilson (2016e) details the 

specific storage conditions for the many types of parts that are stored in stockrooms.  This 

includes regular maintenance checks for sitting inventory including rotating moving parts on 

motors and pumps, maintaining temperature and light conditions for certain parts, and draining, 

fluids in parts stored long term.  In all, the techniques and management practices seem to be 

commonly agreed upon and include having a strategic focus on stockroom improvement 

activities. 

There is also agreement on how to improve your current state stockroom to a world-class 

or best-practice stockroom.  Two, three, and four of Wallace’s (2017) improvement steps are: 

eliminate obsolete material, identify critical spares, and clean up your data.  Gager (2009) also 

outlines these same activities as methods to continually improve and control a stockroom.  Gager 

(2009) discusses the need to remove emotions from decision making, and have a quantifiable 

methodology when identifying critical spares and deciding what and what not to keep.  This is in 

agreement with Wallace (2016), stating that typically, nearly 60% of stockroom inventory is 

obsolete; evidence of low priority being placed on a stockroom or an existence of a keep-

everything culture.  Wallace also outlines the need for data cleansing including standardized 

descriptions.  These activities must take place to begin a stockroom’s improvement journey to 

world-class.  With widespread agreement on what needs to be done, it raises the question of why 

world-class stockrooms are not the norm? 

Improving Stockroom Performance 

 According to Phillips (2011), “Having a world-class storeroom is a very large task and 

takes several months of steady dedication and resources to complete” (p. 1).  The underlying 

issue may rest with management’s support and assignment of the resources required to 
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implement improvement activities and practices.  Emerson Reliability Consulting (2015) states 

that “maintenance repair and operations supply chain, when given serious consideration at all, is 

frequently seen as a challenge— a high-cost, but necessary evil to ensure the availability of parts 

that support equipment reliability” (p. 1).  When support for improvement fails, the stockroom 

continues business as normal at the sub-optimal performance level. 

Implementing and enforcing policy improvements, like securing the stockroom 

previously outlined by Wallace and Wilson, can be a difficult policy to obtain, but is important.  

If all an employee risks is a slap on the wrist for failure to follow stockroom policy, there will be 

little adherence to that policy (Zynapse, 2011).  For example, if an employee has unrestricted 

access and takes inventory without recording the transaction, the reorder point is missed and the 

missing balance will not be discovered until audited or worse, when the part is needed again.  A 

stockroom manager needs to build and have an entire organization’s support in creating policy 

and gain enterprise-wide compliance to that policy. 

The support needed encompasses more than creating policy and following the rules as 

well.  Several partners are needed for operational support; advising on what to stock, the 

criticality of the item, as well supporting procedure (Wilson, 2016d).  But defining best-practices 

and making procedure is the easy step.  The hard part is implementing the change to the norms or 

the way it was done before (Wilson, 2016a), and simply having a policy can be a large change 

for some organizations.  Stockroom managers need to ask for and be granted resources to work 

towards improvement projects and must have the organization’s managerial support in making 

and sustaining the necessary changes. 

One way for a stockroom manager to garner support is to build a cost savings case for the 

production management team.  Inventory carrying costs include opportunity costs on the direct 
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expense cost of the inventory, the opportunity cost of storage space, taxes on the value of sitting 

inventory, salaries for attendants, utilities, and more.  As an annually recurring cost, this is a 

significant expense; at times, inventory carrying costs can exceed 20% of a stockroom’s total 

value (Wilson, 2016f).  Detailing to a manager that they may be paying to maintain an obsolete 

item that holds no future value should warrant immediate review.  In the case of non-critical 

inventory with low usage, outlining that they are paying the equivalent of the item’s value every 

five years to maintain, may grab additional attention.  When managers make the realization they 

are wasting their budgets they may justify assigning resources to address the issue, encourage 

improvements, and support sustainment activities. 

ERP Implementation Resources Can Help 

Another way for stockroom managers to find themselves given improvement project 

resources is to undergo major organizational change (Zynapse, 2011).  One of the largest 

changes any size company can go through is an ERP system upgrade or implementation 

(Facciotti, 2016).  Evidence of how difficult ERP implementations are is revealed in its failure 

rate with as many as 30% of implementations failing and even more failing to implement fully 

(Templin, 2017).  Preparing a stockroom or any part of an organization for a new ERP system is 

a big undertaking, which demands attention and support at the highest levels. 

Addo-Tenkorang and Helo (2011) define ERP as “an enterprise-wide information system 

that integrates and controls all business processes in the entire organization.  The Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) system is an enterprise information system designed to integrate and 

optimize the business processes and transactions in a corporation” (p.1).  Typical modules in an 

ERP system relevant to a stockroom are the inventory module to track and trace inventory, and a 

purchasing module to procure items and manage vendors (ESDS, 2013).  Without these systems, 
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a stockroom would revert to management by Excel or worse, paper and pencil.  These modules 

rely heavily on master data.  Master data relates to critical records such as inventory profiles 

including an item’s description and part number.  Emerson Reliability Consulting (2015) states 

that master data is one of the most critical components of a maintenance, repair, and operations 

enterprise, and cleansing this data is an initial step in maintenance, repair, and operations 

optimization.  Data cleansing is also an important initial step of ERP implementation 

preparation. 

Data cleansing is an early critical task to be completed when preparing for ERP 

implementation.  Data cleansing includes deciding what is relevant; understanding what data you 

are taking to the new system and then organizing the data in a way that will fit into the new ERP 

system (Garrehy, 2016).  Both relevancy reviews and data maintenance tasks are activities 

Wallace (2016) and Gager (2009) outlined for stockroom improvement activities, earlier.  It is 

also worth mentioning that it’s easier for data cleansing costs to be lumped into the overall ERP 

implementation project costs rather than at a later, separate time or project (Facciotti, 2016). 

Although the ERP preparation activities like inventory relevancy reviews and data 

cleansing have a business case all their own, it sometimes takes a big change like organizational 

ERP implementation to inspire the assignment of critical resources to complete successfully 

(Zynapse, 2011).  An ERP implementation can be the ideal time for a stockroom manager to ask 

for and receive the resources needed to set their stockroom on the course to a world-class 

operation. 

Lean Six Sigma 

Even though improving a stockroom to a world-class standing is typically a positive 

return on investment, getting the resources and commitment from production management can 
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be a challenge.  Manufacturing efforts tend to focus on production attainment and commitment 

of constrained resources to a stockroom is secondary.  With this low priority on maintenance, 

repair, and operations, improvement projects tend to lag. 

Two important initiatives with a high priority in the manufacturing environment are lean 

production and six sigma efforts.  George (2002) outlined how six sigma transformed GE into 

one of the world’s most efficient companies.  Ohno (1998) teaches that lean thinking is the way 

forward by describing what is now called the Toyota Production System.  Liker (2004) later 

detailed the 14 key principles to execute the Toyota Production System with Womack, Jones & 

Roos (1990) having coined the term, lean, to mean waste minimization in production and 

manufacturing.  Lean six sigma is too large and complex a subject to approach in this study, but 

is worth mentioning, because it is the language of production engineers and production managers 

today.  Utilizing a lean six sigma project format receives attention when leveraged properly, and 

may bring support where it otherwise may have been more difficult. 

Summary 

The techniques and standards on how to accomplish the changes needed to improve a 

stockroom are agreed upon industry-wide, but a stockroom manager needs support in 

progressing towards a world-class status.  Assistance is needed to accomplish improvement 

tasks, including, resources to accomplish the foundational improvement activities.  Activites 

range from securing a stockroom, to policy change, to data cleansing, and more. 

The maintenance, repair, and operations stockroom improvement tasks are also very 

similar, if not verbatim, to ERP implementation preparation tasks.  With the goal of achieving 

world-class status metrics, a stockroom manager can make a proposal for resources based solely 

on the cost savings that would be realized with a world-class operation, an ERP implementation 
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is also a great time to utilize resources being offered as part of the ERP implementation 

preparation process.  Outlining the improvement projects in a lean six sigma project format, as 

an operational cost savings project in support of an ERP implementation, could be the holy 

trinity of stockroom management. 

The local stockroom’s plan was to marry all three of these aspects into its review project.  

Chapter III will show that the project was designed in the formal lean six sigma format to 

complete the review as required for SAP preparation, but also included extra review scrutiny.  

This additional scrutiny was to ensure inventory that was kept is truly a critical spare needed to 

mitigate high-risk maintenance, repair, and operations gaps. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 

The local stockroom was tasked with preparing for SAP implementation.  The immediate 

assignment was to review all inventory with no transaction history for three years for relevancy.  

This project was designed to remove non-relevant inventory to reduce data cleansing efforts 

required to move data to SAP.  The removal of slow moving inventory also improves stockroom 

optimization.  The stockroom needed to ask for resources from the local management team, plan 

and execute the review.  Once completed, the stockroom would then be able to progress to the 

next preparation step. 

This review was addressed by formulating a green belt project, a lean six sigma tool, 

which was the preferred method of business process design for XYZ Company.  The project was 

formulated in four steps.  The first step was to build a project charter and present to the 

management team to obtain resources and commitment to support the effort.  The second step 

was to pull together a project team to decide how the review was to be completed.  The project 

team reviewed the current state of the inventory and worked together to build the process in 

which the inventory would be assigned, reviewed and results reported back. 

The third step consisted of executing the project: assigning the inventory for review and 

collecting back the results.  This step included recording the results and removing obsolete 

inventory.  During this step, cross-functional project management by the project team was 

performed: working with the site’s value stream managers and leaders to identify areas falling 

behind schedule, assigning additional resources and providing encouragement and visibility to 

the areas where needed. 
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The final step was to compile after action results, review the effectiveness of the process 

and report the results and stockroom improvements.  The stockroom improvements included the 

number of items reduced, value of the inventory removed and the associated costs savings.   

Data Selection and Description 

The inventory reviewed was the manufacturing facility’s maintenance, repair, and 

operations inventory managed by the plant engineering stockroom.  The inventory’s data was 

available in the plant engineering’s maintenance management system Strategic Asset 

Management System.  Strategic Asset Management System contained an inventory module 

where the inventory was managed.  This module contained transaction history, as well as other 

pertinent data for a relevancy review.   

Transaction history was created when employees at XYZ consumed the inventory by 

checking it out from the stockroom or by recording the use of the inventory on a work order.  

The transaction history in this module was analyzed to identify the items that have not been used 

for three years.  The overall inventory would be analyzed before the start of the project for 

composition, quantity, and value.  This analysis was recorded and considered pre-project 

stockroom inventory statistics.  Table 1 shows an analysis that was recorded as current state 

statistics for reporting the improvements of the project from before to after completion.  To 

compare the post-project analysis, the inventory set-ups done during the duration of the project 

had to be removed and then pre and post analyses compared to understand how many items were 

removed, their value and the inventory composition changed which will be covered in Chapter 

IV. 
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Table 1 

Stockroom Inventory Analysis Example 

Category Items Total Inventory Value 

Spare Parts 0 $                     0 

Maintenance Supplies 0 $                     0 

Production Supplies 0 $                     0 

Factory Supplies 0 $                     0 

Office Supplies 0 $                     0 

Other 0 $                     0 

Fabricated Parts 0 $                     0 

Finished Goods 0 $                     0 

Grand Total 0 $                     0 

Instrumentation 

The primary instrumentation was Plant Engineering’s Strategic Asset Management 

System, which contained the inventory data in the inventory module.  This system is also where 

items that were decided to be kept were marked with a review date.  This review date allowed 

the inventory item to be omitted from the query that identified it as an item for review.  Strategic 

Asset Management System is also where the stockroom processed items for removal.  When the 

obsoletion process was followed, the inventory item was removed from stock and the inventory 

profile marked obsolete, making the item profile dormant. 

Strategic Asset Management System contained the all the inventory data but it was not in 

a manageable format nor was the data pertinent to this review all in one place.  SQLServer 

Reporting Services was utilized to build a query to pull the inventory data from Strategic Asset 
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Management System.  SQL Server Reporting Services first pulled items without issue 

transaction history for three years prior into the query.  It then populated the data into a report 

formatted to allow a reviewer to see only pertinent data all in one view.  Figure 1 details an 

example of the report created by SQL Server Reporting Services.  The top gray header areas are 

populated by Strategic Asset Management System’s inventory data pertinent to a review.  This 

data included: the stockroom item number, description of the item, inventory status, date the 

inventory was set up, last issue date, the requesting department, the current balance in stock, the 

average cost of the inventory, item category code (abbreviated), the stock type, last date 

reviewed, the issue unit of measure, order unit of measure, reorder point, economic order 

quantity, manufacturer name and manufacturer part number. The remaining areas of the report 

will be covered in the next section of this chapter. 

 

Figure 1. Sample inventory review report. 

Potential Obsolete Items - MRO 
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FocusfactoryPOCSignature: ___________ _ Stockroom Supervisor Signature:: __________ _ 
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Inventory Review Reports 

 The SQLServer Reporting Services query identified the number of inventory items that 

needed to be reviewed including which value stream and subsequent department the inventory 

was owned.  Table 2 is an example of the account of inventory for review by value stream 

(abbreviated for confidentiality with XYZ Company) that was presented to the value stream 

managers to understand workload for their group.  

Table 2 

Project Inventory Items by Value Stream Account Example 

Value Stream Items 

CRPL 0 

ETC 0 

Gen 0 

HSS 0 

MRO 0 

SEC 0 

While the value stream account was provided for managers to review and project 

progression to be managed, the department specific account shown in Table 3 was for assisting 

in assigning correct resources by the value stream manager to departments that were heavily 

burdened by the review.  This beginning account of items to be reviewed was the basis for 

estimating completion rates by each department and value stream.   
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Table 3 

Project Inventory Items by Department Example 

Department Items Department Items Department Items 

125925 0 125960 0 125530 0 

490630 0 125962 0 125531 0 

125072 0 125970 0 125544 0 

125120 0 125990 0 125798 0 

125412 0 430040 0 125525 0 

125420 0 125646 0 125725 0 

125071 0 125648 0 125503 0 

125121 0 125523 0 125524 0 

125232 0 125647 0 125526 0 

125411 0 125649 0 125528 0 

125413 0 125653 0 125743 0 

125799 0 490131 0 125530 0 

125926 0 125527 0 125531 0 

If a value stream had 500 items to review and 26 weeks to complete their reviews, it was 

estimated 20 completed reports should returned per week from that area.  This enabled the 

project team to track where additional resources or encouragement were needed.  Figure 2 is an 

example of the weekly status report sent to all project stakeholders to share the completion rate 

and highlight the value streams that were falling behind.  This report compared the estimated 

number of reports complete to actual reports completed and provided a percent with 100% 

representing an area on target. 
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Figure 2. Weekly project status report example. 

Each individual inventory item had its own review report.  The reports were first 

populated with the stockroom’s item number and header details containing the data outlined 

previously.  The remainder of the report contained a step by step inventory analysis guide.  The 

step-by-step process is covered in the Inventory Analysis section of this chapter. 

 Due to time and resources constraints, it was decided to print the reports and disperse 

them by hand versus populating them in a virtual database.  The reports were printed and given 

to each value stream team leader to further disperse to respective department resources. 

 Missing from the reports was identifying what production equipment the inventory was 

associated with within the departments.  The data for associated equipment lists in Strategic 

Asset Management System was stored and formatted in a way that made it difficult to query into 

the inventory review report at the same time as the inventory data.  The reviewers were directed 

to the Strategic Asset Management System inventory profiles to find associated production 

equipment lists. 

For inventory transaction history, reviewers were provided with an item usage history 

report in SQL Server Reporting Services that complied transactional data back to 2002.  This 

data was available in Strategic Asset Management System, but reviewing comprehensive usage 

history was cumbersome.  The usage history report was built as a tool to aid in making the 

process easier for the reviewers.  Usage before 2002 was considered not relevant. 

Complete Expected Complete Expected Complete Expected Complete Expected Complete Expected Complete Expected Complete Expected
# # # # # # # # # # # # # #

SEC
Stockroom Obsolesence Project Status

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Overall CRPL ETC Gen HSS MRO
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Inventory Analysis   

 As stated, added to each item’s report was a step by step guide for item relevancy 

consideration.  This included a detailed risk analysis and subsequent decision matrix for 

advanced review, asking reviewers to consider removing relevant but no critical stock.  The 

department experts involved in the review consisted mainly of process engineers and process 

specialists.  These roles did not typically carry best practice inventory management knowledge or 

theory.  This step by step process helped guide these technical experts through the review. 

 The first and most important step of the review was to consider if the part was relevant to 

the reviewer.  This question was supported by asking the reviewer if the inventory was 

associated with an active process or active piece of operating equipment in their department.  If 

yes, the reviewer was to move to the second step.  If no, the reviewer was to skip to a multiple 

user review to check if any other departments used the item.   

For inventory that was not relevant to a reviewer, reviewers were asked to identify other 

users and return the report to the project team for forwarding.  The identification of other users 

was done by the reviewing associated equipment lists and the item usage history.  A department 

was considered another user if that department has consumed the item or had equipment 

associated with the inventory.  When the reports were forwarded to other users, the current 

reviewer’s department association was removed to avoid a review report returning if all other 

departments found the inventory not relevant as well.  Eventually, a review report would run out 

of departments to forward for review or would find a user that considered it relevant and take the 

review to the next step. 
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Inventory Risk Analysis 

For inventory that was relevant, the second step was to score the item on a risk analysis 

for criticality.  The risk analysis is displayed in Figure 3 and was formulated in the local 

management’s vision, mission and objective campaign of Safe, Efficient & Reliable.  The risk 

analysis was a separate tool from the review report and was shared with all team members and 

reviewers.  The analysis was designed to question the need to keep certain non-critical inventory.  

Just because a part or supply could be used in an operations doesn’t necessarily mean it’s 

required to be on hand at all times.   

 

Figure 3. Stockroom part risk analysis. 

The analysis was based on five attributes and gave definitions related to a 1, 3 or 9 

decision score for each attribute.  The 1 score related the part to having no impact or low 

probability of occurrence in regards to the attribute.  The 3 score meant the attribute had a 

medium impact or probability and the 9 score identified where the impact of the part to the 

Stockroom Part Risk Analysis 
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attribute was high.  The five attributes included: the item’s safety impact, output quality impact, 

line down impact, the probability of failure and replenishment lead time. 

For the safety and quality impact attributes, additional instructions included determining 

if the failure or lack of the part would cause the production line to be non-operational.  If failure 

did cause the production line to be non-operational, safety and quality were moot points.  The 

analysis instructed the reviewer to assign 1 point in these circumstances, as points will be 

awarded in the line down impact attribute and reliability section attributes.  This was done to 

avoid inflating the risk value of any inventory.  All five attribute scores were summed and 

multiplied by 2.25 to place the risk analysis score on a 100 point scale as shown in Table 4.  The 

100 point scale began at 11 points because the lowest total attribute score was 5, which 

converted to 11.25 when multiplied.  The recommendation scale was also listed on the review 

report to assist with decision making. 

Table 4 

Risk Analysis Score Recommendation Scale 

Score Recommendation 

60-100 Keep 

30-59 Likely Keep 

18-29 Likely Delete 

11-17 Delete 

Inventory Data Validation 

 For any inventory being kept, it was decided to add a data validation step.  This step was 

added to the review due to the awareness that data validation was the next SAP preparation task 

for the stockroom’s inventory.  The project team agreed that the best resource to help identify 
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valid data was the end user.  With the relevancy review project effort, identifying the resource 

capable of reviewing the item had already been completed.  Adding the validation step avoided 

having to re-execute this effort for the inventory.  It was also recognized it could discourage 

reviewers from completing a lackluster risk analysis, resulting with a heavily skewed keep result 

for all their items, if there was extra work involved when keeping items. 

Inventory Analysis Decision 

If the item was relevant and critical as determined by the risk analysis, there was a basis 

for keeping the item.  If the item was not relevant to any department or was relevant but not 

critical, it was recommended to be removed from stock.  A decision to keep or delete each item 

was made by the department or value stream on the item report and returned for processing. 

Once all reports are processed, the beginning inventory of the stockroom will be 

compared to ending statistics with stock set ups completed during the duration of the project 

removed.  The difference of the balances was calculated in Table 5 and considered the project’s 

improvements.  A pre-established 18% carrying cost expense was calculated to understand 

annual cost savings. 
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Table 5 

Relevancy Review Project Results 

 
Inventory Items Inventory Value 

Starting Inventory             0   $          0 

Ending Inventory                         0  $             0 

Difference               0  $             0 

Stock Set Up                  0  $             0 

Project Results 0  $             0 

18% Carrying Cost 
 

 $             0 

Limitations 

 Resources were not available to build a digital or web-based database in which each 

item’s review reports could be assigned to a person, department or value stream to manage, ask 

questions and return completed reviews.  This is why it was opted to print a report for each item. 

 No consideration was made for removing inventory associations to a department that had 

yet to review an item.  An item’s associations could be reduced as it is forwarded from 

departments deciding it’s not relevant.  Ownership of the inventory was changed from 

departments that reported no relevancy to the item to the department that now had the item 

assigned to consider.  These new owning departments were found by the associated production 

equipment list in Strategic Asset Management System or the item usage history report created in 

SQL Server Reporting Services software.  Once a keep decision was made by any department, 

the review stopped.  A comprehensive inventory association review was not in the scope of this 

project due to time constraints. 
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Summary 

 As set forth by the corporate SAP implementation team, the maintenance, repair, and 

operations inventory relevancy review must be completed by each facility before SAP data 

cleansing could commence.  A green belt project and a project team were formulated for the 

local XYZ facility to complete the review.  From the project team came a step by step review 

process for each item formatted in an inventory review report having utilized SQL Server 

Reporting Services software.  Supporting tools and reports were built to provide as much data as 

possible for the reviewers to make a decision 

The review reports were dispersed and a site-wide project was managed with the project 

team assisting in the reviews and facilitating communication.  Reviewers were tasked with 

making a decision for each item assigned to them.  The decision process was supported by a 

quantifiable risk analysis for consistency across all departments.  Once a decision was made, the 

review report and subsequent data validation was completed and the inventory review report 

returned for processing.  The results of this effort will be covered in Chapter IV.  
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Chapter IV: Results 

The project team met with a site lean six sigma black belt to create a project charter and 

plan the project.  Once the charter was approved by the local XYZ site’s management team, the 

project team began by identifying department specific team members who would conduct the 

review of each of the items.  Once these individuals were identified, the project began with a 

kick off meeting to cover the purpose of the project and how to perform the review based on the 

inventory review reports. 

The inventory review reports were dispersed to each department-specific team member 

and managed by value stream with assistance from the value stream green belt project team 

member and manager.  As reviews were completed, the reports were returned and the inventory 

was marked as reviewed or was removed from the stockroom inventory. 

Data Selection and Description 

Beginning stockroom inventory statistics shown in Table 6 were gathered before the 

launch of the project to compare to post project statistics.  The beginning inventory consisted of 

15,546 unique inventory items valued at $7.8 Million. 
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Table 6 

Stockroom Inventory Analysis Prior to Review 

Category Items Total Inventory Value 

Spare Parts 12,032 $7,116,560  

Maintenance Supplies 1,574 $124,428  

Production Supplies 664 $321,816  

Factory Supplies 525 $130,772  

Office Supplies 509 $57,861  

Other 182 $48,819  

Fabricated Parts 47 $21,128  

Finished Goods 13 $1,902  

Grand Total 15,546 $7,823,285  

Of this inventory, 7,274 of the 15,546 items were identified needing review.  This 

inventory carried an estimated on hand value of $3,400,000.  With XYZ’s pre-established 

stockroom carrying cost of 18 percent, the analysis had identified a possible $612,000 in possible 

annual carrying cost savings for the project. 

Instrumentation 

SQLServer Reporting Services was utilized to build a query to pull the inventory data 

from Strategic Asset Management System.  The query was built to pull data into reports using a 

stationary last issue date of January 1st, 2014.  It was decided to use a static date to avoid a 

moving target during the project. 

Strategic Asset Management System contained the inventory profile.  When the 

obsoletion process was required by returned reports with the result of delete, the inventory item 
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was removed from stock, and the inventory system item profile would go dormant with the status 

marked obsolete.  Strategic Asset Management System was also where items being kept were 

marked as reviewed with a review date and risk matrix score recorded.  This review date omitted 

the item from the SQLServer Reporting Services query.  The risk score was recorded to aid in 

future reviews. 

SQLServer Reporting Services populated the Strategic Asset Management System data 

into a report formatted to allow a reviewer to see only pertinent data all in one view.  A total of 

7,274 reports were created in SQLServer Reporting Services.  Each report was titled Potential 

Obsolete Items with the value stream’s acronym it belonged to above the header.  An MRO 

report is shown in Figure 4 which also shows the header containing the inventory data and 

review steps, including the risk analysis, multiple use check, final decision and data validation 

requirements.
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Figure 4. Item 29-49-8155, MRO inventory review report. 

The header identified which value stream the report belonged to.  The reports were 

printed from SQL Reporting Services and dispersed to the requesting department listed in the 

header of the report.  It was decided to disperse all reports at once versus distributing them 

piecemeal to simplify assignment. 

Inventory Review Reports Management 

Dispersion of the paper reports at the beginning of the project created discontent among 

some department specific team members due to the visual large stack of paper and the workload 

it represented.  Table 7 lists the total amount of reviews by value stream (abbreviated). 
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Manufacturer Part Number: ________ _ Stock Type: _________ _ Eron. Order Qtv: ____ _ 

Focus Factory POC 51gnature: _______________ _ Stockroom Supervisor 5agnature: _____________ _ 
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Table 7 

Project Inventory Items by Value Stream 

Value Stream Items 

CRPL 390 

ETC 1551 

Gen 1439 

HSS 1261 

MRO 1839 

SEC 794 

Inventory items for review by department varied even greater than by value stream.  

Table 8 shows the number of reviews assigned by department ranging from zero to 964.  Some 

department team members had hundreds of items to review as they were responsible for multiple 

departments.  In the ETC value stream, one engineer was responsible for department 125411 and 

125413 totaling 604 items.  The enginner claimed to not have enough time to complete the 

review and as a result, resisted starting the project.  Upon discovery, the manager of the value 

stream was consulted and resources were assigned to assist.  The green belt project value stream 

team members were pivotal in assisting in communication and issue resolution like this, 

including project progression challenges throughout the project’s timeline. 
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Table 8 

Project Inventory Items by Department 

Department Items Department Items Department Items 

125925 17 125960 964 125530 9 

490630 373 125962 62 125531 388 

125072 6 125970 382 125544 15 

125120 488 125990 31 125798 467 

125412 137 430040 0 125525 86 

125420 79 125646 28 125725 58 

125071 18 125648 256 125503 7 

125121 91 125523 125 125524 89 

125232 125 125647 523 125526 51 

125411 339 125649 153 125528 43 

125413 265 125653 33 125743 460 

125799 3 490131 143 125530 9 

125926 0 125527 960 125531 388 

Progression of the project was managed by comparing the number of returned completed 

reports to the expected number of returned completed reports calculated at the start of the 

project.  A weekly status report comparing completed versus expected by value stream and 

overall for the site.  The report was shared with the all project stakeholders.  Figure 4 details a 

mid project weekly status report that showed only 81% complete of what was expected with 

ETC, HSS and SEC lagging while CRPL and Gen were ahead of schedule.  Focus was given to 
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areas that fell behind expectations and the manager of the area was contacted for discussion 

regarding prioritization and resources. 

 

Figure 5. Weekly project status report. 

The rate of return for completed inventory review reports was irregular with department 

team members turning in large batches of completed reports at one time.  This played havoc with 

the rate of return status in the weekly report.  Value streams that appeared far behind one week 

would surge ahead of schedule the next.  Upon investigating why this was happening, it was 

discovered that reviewers were grouping inventory reports together by related equipment for 

completion.  Once a reviewer completed all reviews related to a piece of equipment, they 

submitted the packet of completed reports. 

Inventory Analysis   

Once the reports were fully dispersed and reviewers began executing the review, some 

follow up coaching was needed on how best to utilize the review guide steps.  Overall, the guide 

was generally viewed as a value-add by the department team members who executed the review 

and resulted in fairly standard outcomes across the organizations. 

Each inventory item had its own report was addressed individually and without 

consideration of other inventory.  The first step of the analysis was to determine if the part was 

relevant.  If it was relevant, the review continued to the risk analysis.  If not, the report was 

marked so and forwarded to other users of the inventory.  

Mixed results were experienced with department specific team members assisting in 

finding other users when reporting no relevancy.  Some reports were returned with all other 
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possible users detialed while other simply stated not releveant.  Reports were forwarded to other 

users if any were discovered.  If no other users were found, the item was deemed not relevant to 

all and deleted from stock. 

Management of forwarding reports was cumbersome and chaotic.  Some reports were 

forwarded multiple times.  No specifics pertaining to the number of associations removed or 

number of times reports were forwarded were recorded by the project.  Occasionally, a paper 

report needed to be reprinted due to excessive notes from passing the report from one department 

to the next. 

Most of the items removed from inventory during the project were removed at the 

relevancy stage of consideration where the decision was eaisest; inventory that had no relation to 

any current process or active operating equipment.  In line with the culture of the local site, if an 

item was related and had the possibility to be needed in the future, the default theory was to keep 

just in case.  The next step of inventory risk analysis was designed to challenge the default keep 

just in case mindset. 

Inventory Risk Analysis 

For inventory that was relevant, the second step was to score the item for criticality on 

the risk analysis detailed previously in Chapter III and shown in Figure 5.  The analysis was 

designed to question the need to keep certain non-critical but relevant inventory.  The risk 

analysis step asked for a review of the inventory at a level above the intended core purpose of the 

relevancy review in preparation for SAP.  This step was less successful in encouraging reviewers 

to delete relevant, but not critical inventory than the first step which only asked if the inventory 

is related to an active process or operating equipment. 
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Figure 6. Stockroom part risk analysis. 

The risk analysis was designed by the stockroom manager who brought a stockroom 

optimazation perspective to the green belt project team.  SAP preparation only asked for stock 

justification by determining relevancy.  The stockroom took this project as an opportunity to 

implement this risk analysis as a best-practice.  The business process the review project created 

was the basis for future stockroom inventory reviews, which would include a risk analysis to 

determine appropriate inventory stock and address stockroom optimization. 

Most department team members were able to implement the risk analysis into their 

consideration without difficulty but many defaulted to the keep just in case mentality.  A few 

team members needed additional guidance on how best to implement the risk analysis. 

Aggregate risk scores were not tracked, but typical risk scores ranged from 20-60.  The 

decision to keep or delete tended to follow the recommendation scale shown in Table 9.  The 

project team did see items that were kept with the low score of 11 and items that were deleted 

with scores in the 40-50 range. 

Stockroom Part Risk Analysis 

Au;gn w,f1Hs for Safe, Effi<,ient, ond Reliable for your item using the questions ond values lwlow. ThtS<> volws will lw U:St>d to ddumine your items RISK SCORE. 

Tht RISK SCOR£ con~ us~d to dtttrmint th, ,ritkolityof y<>ur ittm ond help with yc>urd«;sion mokfog proceH of deu,mining c>b1okun«. 

• Sol<tY '"'P«ftf ~ com "Vt'S co run If fo HJ~of pott rousc-s tt<, ~ tokN(}lt,-OPfRATJONAJ. KOie thuo (JJ ond«mm~ toncttql,lt'$1JOt1 

t . NO safety concems. Item has NO impact on EHS 

3 • SOME concerm. Item has indirect impact on EHS 

9. HIGH concem. Item has d irect impact on EHS. Line could r'un without the item but it would ere-ate an additional safety hazard. 

FFI I NT 

• Woo.Id to"''" roUSt" o dttl "lit., product QVOl<ryor ~ ~> lf{oilUre of port causes fhe lllle to k NON-Ol>E.RATIOI.JAJ. s~ou tltts a (JJ and C'OMlfl~ to Mxt Qut"St.JOr'I 

1 - Item ha.s NO impact on product quality 

3 - Item has SOME impact Ol't product quality 

9 - Item ha.s HtGH impact on product quality 

• Mor.at ou tN oettPfObk ,mpocu to Vo<#' production -,e wrttlotJt this pan How IOng OM tM tme be down> 

1 · LOW impact or accepta~e for line to~ down for 8+ days 

3 . MEDIUM impact or ac,ceptable for line to be down from 3.7 days 

9 · HIGH impact or a«.-eptable fOf line to be down from 0-2 days 

RELIABILITY 

• US r,gpon tJtl)fftetttt K<tiot ,s th<' p,-CbObl ,tyOf u~xf)ttftdponJ iutt?tf ur,k.nown scort this o {l)Ottdt:Ol'IMut ro~¥r quHtJOn 

1 • Item has LOW probability of unexpected failure 

3. Item has MEDIUM probability of unexpected failure 
9 . Item has HtGH probability of unexpec.ted failure 

• Wharis rtteavo Jol:M ,ryor ttod Ti-nt"fotgt>tting Mrs parrontt a ,s ortkrtt1> 

1 · Courier or Next Day Air (1 • 2 days) 
3. In Stock at Vendor (3-7 days) 
9 • Made to Order/Overseas (7+ days) 
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Table 9 

Risk Analysis Score Recommendation Scale 

Score Recommendation 

60-100 Keep 

30-59 Likely Keep 

18-29 Likely Delete 

11-17 Delete 

Inventory Data Validation 

If inventory was determined to be relevant from the first step and critical in the second 

step, a data validation step was then required to ensure the inventory record was correct.  Data 

validation was the next project for SAP preparation and it was determined to leverage this 

project’s review effort to accomplish the validation ahead of schedule. 

The data validation step was a large point of contention with the department team 

members.  The feedback consisted of the data validation step being busy work and not their 

responsibility.  For many departments, the data validation was delegated to idle production 

personnel or even summer students and interns.  

While much of the validation appeared to be complete, accuracy was not further verified.  

Data that was reported different from the header data was changed in the inventory system at 

face value.  Data fields left empty on the report’s data validation section were assumed to signify 

correct data in the header and no update was needed.  Some discrepancies were discovered and 

corrected as the returned reports were processed.  The type and quantity of changes were not 

tracked.  
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Inventory Analysis Decision Results 

Department resources, as the reviewer, addressed each report.  First, deciding if the item 

was relevant and then running the analysis and assigning the item a risk score.  Based on the risk 

score the department resource decided to keep or delete the inventory and added the data 

validation when keeping inventory.  Completed reports were signed and returned for processing. 

The inventory review reports with the result of delete were not counted nor was the value 

of the inventory deleted from those reports recorded.  Instead, the project’s final results were 

calculated by comparing stockroom inventory statistics piror to the project to stockroom 

inventory statistics after the project with all other inventory increases due to stock setups 

completed during the project timeline calculated and removed. 

The stockroom began the project with 15,546 items in inventory valued at $7,823,285.  

During the project the stockroom added 307 items valued at $238,048 through stock set ups.  

After the project, displayed in Table 10, the stockroom statistics counted 13,291 items valued at 

$7,220,285.  
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Table 10 

Stockroom Inventory Analysis After Review 

Category Items Total Inventory Value 

Spare Parts 10,791  $6,602,251.52  

Maintenance Supplies 792  $105,290.98  

Production Supplies 571  $288,101.53  

Factory Supplies 481  $90,132.04  

Office Supplies 454  $69,575.61  

Other 145  $50,648.50  

Fabricated Parts 46  $10,763.92  

Finished Goods 11  $3,521.81  

Grand Total 13291  $7,220,285.91  

Overall, the project resulted in the removal of 2,562 items removed from inventory worth 

an estimated $841,048.25, calculated in Table 11.  With an pre-established 18 percent inventory 

carrying cost, this project netted a $151,388.69 annual expense reduction. 
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Table 11 

Relevancy Review Project Results 

 
Inventory Items Inventory Value 

Starting Inventory             15,546   $          7,823,285.38  

Ending Inventory             13,291   $          7,220,285.91  

Difference               2,255   $             602,999.47  

Stock Set Up                  307   $             238,048.78  

Project Results               2,562   $             841,048.25  

18% Carrying Cost 
 

 $             151,388.69  

Summary 

 The green belt project team completed the relevancy review for XYZ’s local site 

stockroom.  The main goal of the project, reviewing all inventory for relevancy, was completed.  

Secondary objectives including stockroom optimization were achieved, although potential cost 

savings results were not fully realized.  The step by step review process that was created proved 

to add value, but improvements and a narrowing of the scope was needed to improve the process 

further.  Specific improvements and lessons learned will be covered in Chapter V. 
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Chapter V: Discussion 

XYZ Company has a plan to upgrade its ERP platform by 2022.  To prepare, the local 

stockroom had to review the inventory for relevancy and remove nonrelevant inventory as the 

first step in preparing to implement the new SAP ERP platform. 

The review was formulated in a green belt project format, XYZ’s preferred method of 

business process design.  This project created the review process and also designed how the 

review was to be accomplished by utilizing site wide resources and expertise.  The project 

included all maintenance, repair, and operations inventory that had no use in three years.  The 

review had to be completed within twelve months to allow for additional preparation projects 

that were to follow. 

XYZ is a global manufacturing company.  The goal of SAP ERP implementation was to 

leverage the power of ERP by consolidating the entire company on one platform.  Over the 

years, XYZ’s incorporation of computerized systems was without uniform direction.  Each 

business group, division, and even facility found their own, unique solutions.  This disparity in 

software had grown over the years to the point where it was unmanageable to understand much 

of anything without manual effort to consolidate data.  This had to change and a new, one 

software solution was the answer. 

To prepare, each site had a series of improvements to make ready their data for SAP.  

These preparation tasks ranged in purpose and scope based on business function.  For the local 

site’s stockroom, this included an inventory relevancy review, data cleansing, and other tasks.  

These ERP preparation tasks are also regular best practice techniques for optimizing stockroom 

efficiency.  For the local stockroom, these tasks were a large undertaking, because they were 

never completed before on this scale.  This SAP implementation was a great time to ask for and 
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receive resources to build the projects and processes needed to meet SAP preparation 

requirements and capitalize on the effort with improvements in stockroom optimization.  

A charter was written for the project and approved by the local site’s management.  A 

project team was pulled together to design the review and the process in which to execute it.  The 

inventory was assigned to specific resources for review and collected back for the recording of 

results.  Results were one of two options; either inventory was relevant and justifiable or 

inventory was not relevant or justifiable.  If inventory was found relevant and justifiable then the 

item was kept.  If found nonrelevant then the item was removed from inventory. 

Overall, the process designed was a success.  The inventory was assigned, decisions were 

made, and results returned.  The cross-functional project management across the local XYZ 

manufacturing site proved to be a challenge but management and reporting of the progress to all 

stakeholders of the project supported its timely completion.  Stockroom performance 

improvements were achieved, but not to the fullest potential.  The relevancy review was 

completed and the stockroom was ready to progress to the next SAP preparation task. 

Limitations 

The stockroom was not allowed additional resources except to rely on support from the 

site’s production organization.  Garnering this support on an individual level proved to be 

challenging.  The local site’s stockroom was ahead of the production organization’s SAP 

preparation schedule.  Prioritization for the production teams was still focused on production 

optimization.  Add in the long-established mentality of the stockroom as a just-in-case inventory 

or costly insurance, rather than an organization to be best-practice managed reducing costs, made 

it challenging to ask employees to focus on something that was typically not their primary 

responsibility. 
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The confined resources also extended to technical resources.  If made available, the 

project would have greatly benefited from the creation of a virtual database to populate the 

reports and assign them to an individual for review, completion, and submission back.  The 

management, forwarding, and filing of the paper reports was cumbersome and time consuming.   

The green belt project format was only a benefit to the project by helping gain approval 

from the management team.  XYZ’s preferred method of business process design is a green belt 

project and utilizing the format ensured approval.  Lean six sigma tools and methodology were 

not a significant factor in executing the project. 

The three-year time limit defining slow moving inventory was difficult to justify.  If 

preventative maintenance was being performed at world-class levels, a stockroom should be 

filled with only critical spares that are rarely used.  The three-year time limit was more relevant 

when reviewing supplies.  Supplies are typically either being used or not. If not, they should be 

removed.  Rarely was it found that a supply was being kept just in case. 

Conclusion 

The review for relevancy per the requirements was completed.  All inventory left is now 

subject to data validation.  No validation efforts will be wasted on inventory that has no future 

value because no nonrelevant inventory exists. 

The stockroom did gain improvements.  A total of 2,562 inventory items were removed 

equal to 16% of the starting inventory.  This inventory was valued at $841,048 equaling 10% of 

the total value of the stockroom.  This reduction in inventory led to a recorded $151,388 annual 

cost savings in carrying costs. 
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Recommendations 

The process established and lessons learned from this review will be the basis for future 

annual reviews.  The future reviews will not be related to SAP preparation and will exist solely 

for the purpose of stockroom optimization.  With the now established history of being financially 

beneficial, continuing to ask for resources from the local management team will likely be 

approved.  Some changes will be made to the process to reduce what is needed from the 

production organization. 

The first improvement will be to create a virtual database to remove the paper report 

management aspect.  Databases currently exist in the organization that function similar to what 

would be needed to take the place of the paper reports.  These databases can be utilized or at 

least be a reference when creating a new tool. 

The relevancy review will be implied in future reviews with a focus on risk analysis.  All 

inventory will be justified as relevant and necessary to mitigate some level of risk.  This risk 

level is to be determined in conjunction with site reliability engineers.  No data validation will be 

needed.  With ongoing data validation and the subsequent SAP go live, data will be managed on 

the global level by data experts who will ensure data is valid from the start. 

The continuing annual review effort will be more focused.  This initial review found the 

review team to encompass too many members and the timeline was too long.  This allowed 

individuals to put off the review until it was critical.  Too large a review team spread the 

supporting individuals too thin as well.  A smaller, concise review will allow the stockroom team 

to be present and ensure efficiency and accuracy is achieved.  This will allow an participating 

area to get back to normal responsibilities quickly and will make review participation less of a 

burden. 
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Robust, supporting stockroom best-practice literature and aides are needed and will be 

made available to reviewers for future reviews.  The local XYZ site struggles with the concept of 

critical versus convenient inventory and the costs associated with keeping slow-moving 

inventory.  Instilling a real carrying cost consciousness in the site’s population will assist in 

executing an annual review and realizing higher stockroom efficiency and cost savings. 

With SAP no longer the driving factor, a continued reporting of real costs and savings 

realized will have to occur to reinforce the continued need for stockroom improvement efforts 

like an annual review.  Additionally, the three-year limit will have to be reviewed.  If the theory 

behind the review does not reflect the true circumstances on the ground, support will wane.  A 

five and seven year limit, possibly based on inventory types, will be considered. 

The risk analysis developed in conjunction with the reliability engineers for reviewing 

inventory will also become the basis for evaluating new inventory for stocking appropriateness.  

With the current stock set up process, the justification to request a stock set up is not well 

defined.  The stockroom’s primary consideration for new inventory requests is to ensure it does 

not already exist in stock.  Justification responsibility rests primarily with the requesting 

production engineer and their organization.  No consistency exists and definitions of critical 

inventory vary significantly. 

At times, contention occurs between production teams and the stockroom over the need 

to set up a new item.  An established risk analysis will solve this and remove any emotion in the 

stock set procedure and justification of it.  This will also reduce future review efforts as 

inventory is already graded in regards to risk with only appropriate inventory in stock, and items 

that are not used often should be limited to true, critical spares only. 
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